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Smart Security Week 2018:
120+ security experts take the stage
to advance Identity, IoT & Cybersecurity

Next September 24-26th in Marseille, SMART SECURITY WEEK will welcome 600 trusted technologies professionals at its conferences and exhibition. 2018 key topics include techs advances in digital identity, strong authentication, end-to-end IoT security, AI-based cybersecurity… and the latest large-scale cybersecurity initiatives.

Marseille, France, September 12th 2018 – Smart Security Week, the “Trusted Innovation Summer Forum”, is all set to gather the broad Digital Identity & Cybersecurity communities next September 24-26 in Marseille Provence.

Over 2.5 days, along four conferences and their joint exhibition, 600 participants from IT industry, other Verticals and public sector will exchange on the latest trusted technologies innovation, opportunities and challenges. Starting with the Grand Opening addressing our new Privacy era, the key 2018 themes include ID and IoT Security with Blockchain, Cybersecurity latest regulations worldwide, Biometrics latest developments, AI for cybersecurity, consumer IoT devices security, IoT networks security among others.

Over 120 speakers will be on stage of the four parallel conferences along 25 thematic tracks.

Among the 2018 highlights, let’s mention:

► Over 120 eminent speakers will address the hottest topics:
  - Strong ID and authentication at Identity & Cybersecurity Innovation World
  - Digital ID public schemes at Government ID World
  - End-to-end IoT security at Connect Security World
  - AI-based cybersecurity at Predictive Security World
See below the detailed profiles of the conferences.

► Keynotes and speakers including:
  • Marion Andrillat, Business Development manager, CEA-Leti
  • Raghu Dev, Global IAM Director, BNY Mellon
  • Jim Dray, Science Adviser, US NIST
  • Jimmy Fong, VP of Sales, InAuth
  • Laurent Gomez, Co-Innovation Lead for Internet of Things, SAP Security Research
  • Slawomir Górniak, Expert in security tools and architecture, ENISA
  • Stefane Mouille, President, Eurosmart
  • Dr. Takashi Obi, Associate Professor, Tokyo Institute of Technology
  • Christopher Schouten, Vice President of IoT Security Marketing, Kudelski Group
  • John Scott, CEO, 2Keys
  • Orlando Scott-Cowley, Principal Technology Evangelist EMEA, Amazon Web Services
  • Matthias Schwan, Principal Security & PKI, Technology, Bundesdruckerei
  • Jon Shamah, Chair EEMA
  • Stephan Spitz, Technology Director, Mobile Security Technology Office, Giesecke+Devrient
  • Angelika Steinacker, CTO for Identity & Access Management, IBM Security Europe
  • Sylvie Vandevelde, Head of marketing & communication, Belgian Mobile ID
  • Eric Vétillard, Head of Future Certifications, NXP Semiconductors
  • Ina Wanca, Professor of Cybersecurity at NYU, Founder of AI Governance

► Exhibition & Demos: Exhibitors to showcase strong security innovations and expertise include Blinking ID, Elyctis, Onetrust, ThreatMetrix, X Infotech.

► Smart Security Week Awards: on September 25 evening, the innovation Awards will celebrate the best innovation in trusted technologies in four categories: Digital Identity, Government ID, Cybersecurity and IoT Security.

Visit us at www.smartsecurityweek.com

Please request your press pass online:
www.smartsecurityweek.com/press-registration

SMART SECURITY WEEK CONFERENCES PROFILE

Identity & Cybersecurity Innovation World gathers the security professionals from Government and Industry to explore the latest secure identification technologies to enhance cybersecurity, build customer trust and boost digital transformation.

Hot topics include the Privacy impact on enterprises driven by the EU GDPR, Cybersecurity for Banking & Finance in PSD2 era, ID on Blockchain, schemes for IoT Cybersecurity, Biometrics latest broad scale implementations, AI based cybersecurity ...

► For full details visit www.identityandcybersecurityinnovation.com
**Government ID World**  
Secure Identity for Citizen Services and Protection

Government ID World gathers ID experts from Industry and Government to explore the latest credential schemes in the public domain around the world and their related secure technologies. This new conference features 40 eminent speakers to deliver expert insights, share lessons learnt and discuss key challenges including: public and private Cybersecurity initiatives, Mobile ID trends worldwide, lessons learned from national digital ID schemes, public services across borders, Digital ID for Development, trust regulations implementation…

► For full details visit [www.governmentidworld.com](http://www.governmentidworld.com)

---

**Connect Security World**  
Embedding Trust in IoT Systems and Connected Hardware

Connect Security World gathers digital security experts and IoT developers from around the globe to explore by-design, end-to-end security approaches to develop, deploy and manage IoT devices & services.

Key topics include consumer devices security, Blockchain approaches, AI for Cybersecurity, IoT networks challenges, IoT security compliance, the new privacy reality and more.

► For full details visit [www.connectsecurityworld.com](http://www.connectsecurityworld.com)

---

**Predictive Security World**  
Predictive Technologies & Threat Intelligence for Cybersecurity

Machine Learning, User Behaviour Analytics, AI, Automation are redefining cybersecurity. Predictive Security World gathers IT Security research & industry experts to explore the new generation of security software and initiatives.

► For full details visit [www.predictivesecurityworld.com](http://www.predictivesecurityworld.com)